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HINDI INUMAGA kundi minadali pa nga sa madaling araw. Kung anong bilis ng paglagablab ng sunog sa isang 
pamayanan na malapit sa Palasyo ng Malacanang, siyang bilis din ng dating ng pamatay-sunog na mga trak at 
tugon ng mga bumbero sa tawag ng tungkulin kahit pa madaling araw. Salamat din sa sapat na suplay ng tubig 
para sa iba’t ibang fire and rescue units, kulang-kulang isang oras lamang ang itinagal ng sunog kung 
pagbabatayan ang oras nang makuhanan ito ng camera at video noong Agosto 16, 2017. Patuloy sa online advocacy 
ang Mega Scene sa pagtataas ng kamalayan ng publiko sa paggamit at pangangasiwa ng tubig. 

WATER ADVISORY AGAIN 
To beg or not to beg? Tubig! May mga naihayag nang sitwasyong nagpapakita ng samu‟t saring problema sa paggamit 
at distribusyon nito na nauuwi sa water scarcity o kakapusan sa iba‟t ibang bahagi ng Pilipinas. SUSUNOD NA PAHINA 

 9/30/2017  

  
    
  
 

For the Lord is good and his love endures forever; his 
faithfulness continues through all generations.                       
--- Psalm 100.5 
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Water Advisory Again 
(PAGPAPATULOY NG COVER STORY) 

May kaunti mang pag-usad, bigo pa rin ang bansa na isa-isahing harapin ang mga isyu sa pagpapaunlad at 
pamamahala ng tubig at mga kaugnay na resources. 

Napabilang ang kasapatan (sufficiency) sa tubig sa pitong bagay na dapat unahin sa mga stratehiya para sa National 

Climate Action Plan (NCCAP) 2011-2028, at may pagtatataya rin noong 2010 na “as for water and sanitation, 95 

percent of the backlog” ay naresolba sana kung nakumpleto ang mga “ongoing construction and procurement.” 

Napakataas ng porsiyentong iyon para sabihin nating mahalaga pa ring mag-abala tayo sa iba pang plano. 

 

Source:  Basic Education Roadmap 2016, 2014 

Sa Marilao, Bulacan, iilan lamang ang nakauunawa na kailangan nilang kaharapin ang kalbaryo sa trapik sa kahabaan 

ng isang National Road. Maliit na nga raw ang kalsada, panay pa ang bungkal nito. Bagama‟t dadaloy ang ginhawa sa 

mga residente sa aspeto ng pagkakaloob ng sapat na suplay ng malinis na tubig kapag natapos ang proyekto, hindi ang 

kahalagahan nito ang napapansin kundi ang dulot nitong paglala sa dati nang mabigat na daloy ng trapiko sa lugar. 
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Noong Hulyo 2017 sa Malate, Maynila, halos isang linggong 

bumibili ang mga condo unit owner/tenant ng tubig sa gripo 

ng isang barangay hall. Doon na nila sasalukin at pila-balde, 

ika nga; kung hindi, maaaring isang linggo silang hindi 

maliligo. 

Welcome news naman sa mga eksperto sa tubig sa buong 

mundo ang bagong imbensyon na may kinalaman sa 

“graphene sieve” na madaling maiinom (drinkable) ang 

maalat na tubig-dagat. May potensyal ang teknolohiya na 

makapagpa-revolutionize ng water filtration. 

Ayon naman sa ilang umaantabay sa makabagong imbensyon 

na kung totoo ito, nakapagtatakang hindi naman daw ito 

nagiging available sa market. DC Alviar 

 P24.4-BILLION DEAL. Heto ang bahagi ng dating press release sa proyekto: “The Bulacan Bulk Water Supply 
Project (BBWSP) of the MWSS…involves the supply of treated bulk water to 21 municipalities and 3 cities in Bulacan 
Province. The project was bidded out by MWSS in June 2014 after getting NEDA-Board confirmation on Nov. 21, 2013. 
The Notice of Award was given on Dec. 7, 2015 and contract signing was on Jan. 15, 2016. The winning contractor, a 
joint venture of San Miguel Holdings (80%) and Korea‟s K-water (20%), submitted the lowest bid at a stunningly low 
bulk water charge of Php8.50 per cubic meter and will develop the infrastructure. The deal has no offtake agreements 
or guarantees from the MWSS but the consortium of San Miguel and K-Water was able to negotiate individual water 

purchase agreements 
with the water districts 
operating in Bulacan. 
According to the 
organizers of the Global 
Water Awards, the 
contractor‟s due 
diligence gave them 
valuable insight 
into current demand 
and regional growth 
forecasts, allowing them 
to program their 
investments and predict 
investment needs for 
stage 1 (covering 
municipalities of 
Balagtas, Bocaue, 
Marilao, Meycauayan, 
Obando and San Jose 
del Monte) and stage 2 
(Bulacan, Calumpit, 

Guiguinto, Malolos, 
Paombong, Plaridel, 
Santa Maria) of the 
project as well as the 

demand-triggered Stage 3 which will bring in another 11 municipalities (Angat, Balagtas, Baliwag, Bustos, Dona 
Remedios Trinidad, Hagonoy, Norzagaray, Pandi, Pulilan, San Miguel, San Rafael) in 2026.” Source: MWSS website 

 

Sinimulan na ang proyektong inaasahang makapagpapababa ng singil sa 
tubig at mas malinis na suplay nito. Kuha mula sa Marilao, Bulacan noong 
Setyembre 24, 2017.  DCA | MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 
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TV coverage ng nakadidismaya at nakaiiyak na „krisis‟ sa tubig 
Tinututukan din: panresolbang proyektong Bulacan Bulk Water Supply ng MWSS    

Ni DC 
Alviar 

Totoong 

tumaas 

ang 

demand 

sa suplay 

ng tubig 

sa 

pagdagsa 

ng mga 

subdi-

bisyon sa 

Marilao, 

pero 

napansin 

na ng 

mga 

kinauu-

kulan na 

dekada 

„80 pa lamang, nasasaid na ang suplay ng tubig sa Bulacan. Panresolba ang pagpapatupad ng Bulacan Bulk Water 

Supply Project na nagmula sa isang feasibility study noong 1980s, ayon sa Local Water Utilities Administration sa 

panayam sa telebisyon. 
Sinadya ng GMA-7 at ABS-CBN ang mga tanggapan ng lokal na pamahalaan, gayundin ang mga apektadong barangay 

upang maisiwalat sa kanilang “Investigative Documentaries” at “Tapat na Po / TV Patrol” ang tila walang katapusang 

problema sa suplay ng tubig. Ilan lamang ito sa coverage ng dalawang estasyon sa unang bahagi ng 2017. 

Noong 2016, sinaksihan at dinokumento na ni Kara David ang ganitong “napaka-basic” na hinaing sa Luzon, Visayas, 

at Mindanao (Basahin din: https://megamanilascene.wordpress.com/2016/06/05/marilaos-elected-leaders-sidestep-

water-supply-issue-voters-too-kind/)  

UMIINDAK NA TUBIG. Itinatampok sa Manila Ocean Park ang symphony ng mga water fountain na 

umaabot sa 40-120 talampakan ang taas. Pinagsasama-sama ang mga pangunahing elemento – tubig, 

apoy, hangin, at ilaw – upang pagningningin ang langit sa gabi sa Manila Bay at ipasok ang madla sa 

etnikong mundo na may 2D effect ng nakaaaliw na mga likhang dagat. Iba naman ang nararanasan ng 

mga taga-Bulacan na salat sa tubig sa kanilang mga gripo kahit naroroon ang Angat Dam gaya ng 

umiiyak na nanay sa ibaba na screenshot ng GMA-7 documentary. MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 

https://megamanilascene.wordpress.com/2016/06/05/marilaos-elected-leaders-sidestep-water-supply-issue-voters-too-kind/
https://megamanilascene.wordpress.com/2016/06/05/marilaos-elected-leaders-sidestep-water-supply-issue-voters-too-kind/
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*Ang ibig sabihin ng WDs ay Water Districts; dokumento 
mula sa http://mwss.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/BBWSP-
Invest-Water-PH-1.pdf 

Mga screenshot mula sa: 1) http://news.abs-
cbn.com/news/06/24/17/kawalan-ng-suplay-ng-tubig-sa-
bulacan-inireklamo; 2) http://news.abs-
cbn.com/news/06/10/17/maruming-tubig-sa-gripo-muling-
inireklamo-ng-mga-residente-sa-bulacan; at 3) 
http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/video/investigativedoc
umentaries/416543/investigative-documentaries-krisis-sa-
maruming-tubig/video// 

http://mwss.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/BBWSP-Invest-Water-PH-1.pdf
http://mwss.gov.ph/wp-content/uploads/BBWSP-Invest-Water-PH-1.pdf
http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/24/17/kawalan-ng-suplay-ng-tubig-sa-bulacan-inireklamo
http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/24/17/kawalan-ng-suplay-ng-tubig-sa-bulacan-inireklamo
http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/24/17/kawalan-ng-suplay-ng-tubig-sa-bulacan-inireklamo
http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/10/17/maruming-tubig-sa-gripo-muling-inireklamo-ng-mga-residente-sa-bulacan
http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/10/17/maruming-tubig-sa-gripo-muling-inireklamo-ng-mga-residente-sa-bulacan
http://news.abs-cbn.com/news/06/10/17/maruming-tubig-sa-gripo-muling-inireklamo-ng-mga-residente-sa-bulacan
http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/video/investigativedocumentaries/416543/investigative-documentaries-krisis-sa-maruming-tubig/video/
http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/video/investigativedocumentaries/416543/investigative-documentaries-krisis-sa-maruming-tubig/video/
http://www.gmanetwork.com/news/video/investigativedocumentaries/416543/investigative-documentaries-krisis-sa-maruming-tubig/video/
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http://en.wikipilipinas.org/index.php/File:
Ph_locator_bulacan_marilao.png 

MERON BANG MAAYOS NA PLANO sa pagbabago ng ruta at pag-antabay sa daloy ng trapiko kada hukay at 

kada may pagpuputik o pagbabara sa kasalukuyang drainage system? Akala ng iba‟y wala pero meron bagamat 

maraming dapat matutunan ang mga local water district, ayon sa ADB.      MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 
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The Psychology of ‘lang’ 

Not a day passes that one does not hear the Filipino word “lang,” short for “lamang.”Any person who underwent a 
Filipino curriculum in grade school would know that “lamang” typically has two different accents and definitions. One 
of these is the one that has gradually shed its full word in favor of “lang.” This “lang” literally means “only” or “just” as 
in “exactly” (not the “just” in “justice”) in the English language. It implies limitations. In contrast, the other “lamang” 
means “to have more or to be at a position of advantage.” 

It is interesting to note how one word can take opposing sides. The first “lamang,” the one “lang” replaced, is 
pronounced by placing the accent on the “la,” making the sound of “mang” softer. This gives the word a sad or shy tone. 
We hear this when we try to understand the situation. An example would be “Hindi kasya iyan sa amin, maliit lang kasi 
ang bahay” (That will not fit in our place because we only have a small house). Meanwhile, the second “lamang” is 
pronounced by placing the accent on the “mang,” making it sound more assertive and confident. We often hear this in 
competitions where scores are being tallied or when someone or something has an advantage over the other in any 
attribute or quality. This form of “lamang” is often or only used in the context of comparison. 

Focusing on the “lang,” it seems that there is an inherent 
negativity being revealed in our society. “Lang” has not just been 
an ordinary word, but has evolved into a popular expression. It is 
even expressed in different contexts such as sarcasm in “sorry ah, 
tao lang kasi” (I‟m sorry, I‟m only human); and plain truth in 
“kaunti na lang natira e” (there‟s only a few left). 

Lately, there is another usage for “lang.” You often hear “Pasensya 
na, naghahanapbuhay lang,” “pagbigyan mo na ako, mabilis lang 
„to,” and “sige na, pasingit naman, isa lang naman ako eh” which 
respectively translates to “Please be patient with me, I‟m only 
trying to earn from my livelihood” (implying his deplorable state), 
“Please be generous with me this one time, my request will only 
take a second (implying that his concern is important to him but 
will not make a dent on others), and “I implore you, let me. 
There‟s only one of me” (implying that it will not have much 
impact in totality if you let him/her slip past the regulations). This 
attitude after all, shows not just self-deprecation but also a lack in 
thinking the bigger picture. 

Perhaps this attitude is due to several factors. Perhaps as an archipelago, tribes have always acted independently, never 
being able to see how they have affected each other. Perhaps it is due to centuries of being under colonial rule that we 
surrender all control to others. Perhaps life is just too hard on us that we are already too busy with making ends meet. 

It is infuriating at times to hear people use the “lang” as an excuse to get what they want. They intentionally place 
themselves lower, in an attempt to lower the other party‟s expectations so that they can be given more consideration. 
Because they imply that they are “only this,” they cannot know “that” and can therefore not act accordingly. Just 
imagine, every time you see someone break the rules, no matter how simple, the “lang” mentality reverberates in your 
mind.  

After hearing the “lang” so many times, you can already predict what they are about to say. For jeepney drivers abruptly 
stopping in the middle of the intersection no less, they might say “Pasensya na, hanapbuhay lang. May pinapakain 
akong mga bata” (Forgive me, I‟m just trying to earn enough for the day. I have kids to feed.) For pedestrians crossing 
the street after the light clearly turned to red, he or she would say: “Sorry! Bibilisan ko naman, isa lang naman ako” 
(Sorry! I‟ll make it quick, there‟s only one of me). For tricycles and motorcycles squeezing between tight spaces and 
even counter flowing the traffic, he/she would say: “Let me through/Let me be first in line/Give me space/Allow me to 
rest along the pedestrian lane. Maliliit lang kami. (We‟re just small vehicles compared to the cars and trucks.)” When 

                       Image taken from @tao_langpo Twitter account 
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littering a cigarette butt or candy wrapper on the ground, one can say “Maliit lang yan. Wala „yan.” (It‟s just a tiny 
object. It can do no harm.) 

Sometimes, we say “lang” in defeat. Those who surrender to life‟s daily strife will not see any “more” in themselves. We 
sometimes hear “______ lang ako.” It could be “I‟m only a teacher, “I‟m only a janitor,” “I‟m only a driver,” “I‟m only a 
lone civilian,” or whatever, and therefore, “what can I do?” or “what do I know?” Of course, not all dispositions satisfy 
the hunger in our souls or even in our stomachs. Nevertheless, I believe no one is “just” as little as he thinks he is. We 
all have responsibilities in our private lives as well as in public. We are members of a family, group of friends, 
colleagues, community, country, and ultimately, the world. We all affect each other somehow. 

In Chinese philosophy, it says that sincerity is the means and end of enlightenment. It also says that the path to uplift 
oneself is to uplift others. Having the “lang” mentality puts us in a state of mediocrity and surrender. It gives us the 
false excuse not to care because either we claim to not know any better, or we have too much on our hands to handle. 
But if we truly desire to pursue the self-image we want for ourselves, and for whatever group, then we must put our 
hearts and minds into exemplifying it in our daily lives. Little acts of pride can ripple to little acts of discipline. Before 
you know it, who knows, we can finally see a disciplined society co-existing harmoniously in a clean environment. 

Positively stated, “lang” can be used in the grammatical context of “Not only… but also.” This suggests that the current 
state of something is being uplifted from somewhere below the exemplary expectations that one tries to uphold. A 
famous commercial line goes “‟Di lang pampamilya, pang sports pa!” to refer to a brand of rubbing alcohol. This reveals 
that we often see something as being limited to a few purposes, however, if we just open our eyes, we can see its 
potential. 

I suppose a lot of us, Filipinos, are like this. We think we can settle for whatever state we are in right now. Our lives are 
not perfect and there is always struggle, therefore, we are humbled if not trampled by the endless challenges that await 
us as we carry on with life. We fail to see that we are not “just this,” we are not “only that.” We are always more than 
what we think we are. For as long as we put our minds and hearts into it, we will exceed our own expectations. Only 
then can we finally see ourselves as being not just “hindi lang” but also “laMANG.” AE Tong 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

KONTRA-DROGA SA BAYBAYIN. Sa ika-116 anibersaryo ng Philippine Coast Guard, 
binigyang diin ng administrasyong Duterte ang kahalagahan ng paglipol sa ipinagbabawal na 
droga sa mismong mga baybayin ng Pilipinas.    MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 
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Riyadh:  

A City of Contrasts 

The city of Riyadh is situated in the heart of the Arabian peninsula on a 
large plateau over 2,000 feet above sea level.  It is Saudi Arabia‟s 
political, financial and administrative capital and one of the wealthiest 
cities in the world (ADA and Outlook Publishing, n.d.). 
 

 

 
 

Map of Riyadh (Courtesy of www.mapofworld.com) 
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ArRiyadh, translated “The Garden”, seen from afar, has soaring, sparkling, stunning modern towers rising above the 

desert but once you‟re in arDiriyah, the old walled, mud-brick and straw houses and date palms dot the surroundings.  

On wide avenues (tariq) or streets (shara’a), are flashy and fast Corvette, Ferraris, Mustangs, and all the latest models 

of European, Korean, Japanese and American cars like Audi, Mercedes Benz, GM, Ford, Toyota, KIA, Honda, Hyundai 

and others, side-by-side with dilapidated and worn out pickups, old wagons and cars, which sometimes carry sheep or 

camels destined to the cattle or sheep market and slaughterhouses in the city.  You will also see vintage cars and 

oftentimes, models you‟ve never seen in your life, but which only the rich and famous own.  Certain districts house the 

well-off while other districts the poor expats or locals and in some areas of the deserts, the Bedouins. 

The city is divided into 14 municipal districts, and managed by the Municipality of Riyadh, with Ibrahim Mohammed 
Al-Sultan as the mayor, and by the Development Authority of Riyadh which is chaired by the governor of the province 
(Riyadh, Al Kharj and Qassim), Prince Faisal bin Bandar Al Saud. The Diplomatic Quarter at the southern edge of the 
city is dedicated to foreign countries‟ embassies and missions. Riyadh has also been designated a global city.  
 

 
The striped Water Tank, a famous Riyadh landmark                                  CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 

 
One district worth mentioning is Batha, in the old part of the city with old buildings and shops and where there is a 
large market (bazaar) catering to most Asian expatriates, mostly Filipinos, Indians, Sri Lankans, Nepalese, and 
Pakistanis. It is a home away from home as it is always full of Filipino workers, stores and restaurants and spices and 
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ingredients shops. The market is a sprawling collection of shops and markets and is very easy to get lost once you‟re 
inside it due to its sizeable area. It is a large bazaar and requires several hours to complete a thorough visit, and is 
always crowded anytime of the day, so visitors are advised to watch for their valuable items, as there are muggers and 
snatchers on the lookout everywhere.  The area around the market is a popular place for living for Pinoy expats where 
they share the cost of the rent, which is often expensive.  Batha is easily accessible by car, taxi, bus or the 10-riyal mini-
buses. 

 
The Khalidiyah Towers in Batha. The circular building is also called the Queen’s Building. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
 
The old town of Riyadh within the city walls had an area of only one square kilometer, but now it encompasses 1,798 
square kilometers, with a modern major network of highways and wide roads.  Two main public transportation 
agencies offer commuter services to the city; namely, the Saudi Railways Organization (SRO) and the Saudi Public 
Transport Company (SAPTCO).  The main gateway to the city of course is the King Khalid International Airport (KKIA) 
which is one of the largest airports in the world and has a separate terminal for its Saudi Arabian Arlines (Saudia) fleet 
of modern planes. 

  
The King Khalid International Airport on the northern part of the city         CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS 
 
Riyadh is now the administrative and to a great extent the commercial hub of the kingdom, where most large 
companies in the country establish sole headquarters or a large office in the city.  For this reason, there has been a 
significant growth in high rise development in all areas of the city.  Most notable among this is the King Abdullah 
Financial District (KAFD) which is fast becoming the key business hub in the city. 
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KAFD began in 2006; skyscrapers were to house banks and the financial regulator.  The government now aims to 
transform the district into a special business zone with competitive regulations, visa exemptions for foreigners working 
there, and direct connections to Riyadh‟s King Khalid International Airport and will also seek to repurpose some of the 
built-up areas and change the real estate mix, increasing the allocation for residential accommodation, services and 
hospitality areas. 

         CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 

 
The still ongoing King Abdullah Financial District 

 
The city boasts of some skyscrapers worth visiting and taking a selfie with. The Kingdom Tower is the winner of the 
2002 Emporis Skyscraper Award, selected as the “best new skyscraper of the year for design and functionality”. It has a 
three-level shopping center with a separate floor for women where men are not allowed to enter. The tower has 99 
stories and is the third tallest structure in the country, after the Makkah Royal Clock Tower Hotel in Makkah and the 
Burj Rafal Hotel, also in Riyadh. 
 
Another tall building, the Faisaliyah Tower, is the first skyscraper constructed in the kingdom and is the third tallest 
building in Riyadh.  The golden ball that lies atop the tower is inspired by the ballpoint pen, and contains a restaurant. 
There is a viewing deck right below this restaurant and a shopping center with major world brands at the ground level.  
It also has a hotel at both sides of the tower while the main building is occupied by offices run by different companies.  
The Faisaliyah Tower has 44 stories. 

                          CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 

 
The beautiful Kingdom Tower at night 
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       The Faisaliyah Center at night                  

                                    CONTRIBUTED PHOTOS 

 
The Kempinski Burj Rafal Hotel, the tallest building in Riyadh 

 
The Burj Rafal Hotel is the tallest skyscraper in Riyadh at 1,010 feet, managed by the German hotel chain Kempinski.  
It has 350 rooms and is also one of the tallest hotels in the world.  Burj Rafal, Kingdom Tower and Faisaliyah Center 
are all located on King Fahad Road, one of the busiest commercial areas in the Olaya District city. 
 
Riyadh has the largest all-female university in the world, the Princess Nora bint Abdulrahman University, right next to 
the King Khalid International Airport, with its own metrorail system. 
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Princess Nora bint Abdulrahman University (PNU) at night                CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 

 
The climate in Riyadh in summer (May to August) is hot, ranging from 430C to 550C, and between December and 
February, it averages from 0-100C, with cool, windy nights. The city receives a fair amount of rain in March and April. 
Dust storms can sometimes be so thick and would last for days causing suspension of classes and cancellation of both 
domestic and international flights. 
 
Since football is the most popular sport anywhere in Saudi Arabia, the city hosts major football clubs like Al Hilal, Al 
Nasr, Al-Shabab, and Al-Riyadh Club.  The King Fahad International Stadium is a famous landmark at the entrance to 
the city, with a seating capacity of 70,000 and has hosted the FIFA Confederation Cup three times, in 1992, 1995 and 
1997.  

 
         The King Fahad International Stadium                    CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 

 
Up close, Riyadh is cautious and sober, not to mention conservative and deeply rooted in Saudi traditions (ADA and 
Outlook Publishing, n.d.).  One of the problems facing Riyadh now is terrorism.  Since the 1990s, there has been a 
series of terrorist attacks on locals and foreigners as well as protests against the royal family. But despite these, most 
residents of this sprawling metropolis are happy and contented and enjoy the continuous prosperity and development 
of the city. Ned Samar 
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Bible Book Search 
 

By Clark Kenneth 
 

 

 

Hidden among the letters in the grid above are the 39 books of the Old Testament.  Can you find them all?  The books 

are hidden across, downward, upward or diagonally. They can be read from left to right or from right to left, 

upward or downward and diagonally to the right or to the left, reading forward or backward, and sometimes names 

may overlap so some letters may be used more than once. And to add to your fun and excitement in solving this word 

search puzzle, some book names can be found in more than one place or direction (one book may be found in more 

than 5 different locations)!  After you have found all the books of the Bible in all possible locations, all the left-over 

letters will spell out the theme of the puzzle. Have fun and enjoy deciphering the Holy Scriptures. 
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Career Plan 

Should an organization prepare the 

career plan of its employees or let the 

employees be responsible for it? 

I have a personal answer to this 

question. It is because I can hardly 

speak for a public sector organization in 

terms of its effectiveness in preparing 

an employee‟s career plan. Nor can I 

easily speak for a person‟s effectiveness 

when he/she is responsible for his/her 

own career plan. If I‟m part of the 

organization, it may, as an option, 

prepare my career plan. There have 

been good stories of organizations, 

which deal with the preparation for 

their employees‟ career plans. If the 

organizations prove that they‟re good in 

such preparation, why remove the task 

from them? At the end of the day, 

however, I should be responsible for it. 

My own career plan defines my future 

in the organization and my decision to 

leave the organization is solely mine. 

The task to prepare my career plan 

means that I practically have what it 

takes to be a career man in the 

organization. It is no longer the 

organization which explores my career 

options. 

According to Dr. Perla Legaspi, the 

process of organizational career 

planning in the government sector is 

hard to fulfill because of the position 

classification system of classifying 

personnel in the government 

bureaucracy. She explains in one of her 

Philippine public management books: 

“This means that the higher an 

employee goes up the ladder, the fewer 

the positions become. The system 

places limitations on the manpower 

requirements of the agency due to the 

established need for a number of 

ORGANIZATION AS ROMANTIC PARTNER   

MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 
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classes of positions in the organization. Moreover, higher job 

vacancies are difficult to come by.” 

Difficult as it may seem, its implementation can be done by 

the organization. In fact, many government agencies have 

established training and development programs in 

preparation for future larger roles of employees. 

We term this kind of guiding the employees‟ career 

progression as career management. By career management, 

the organization plans and implements programs that help 

the employees reach their career objectives. As Dr. Legaspi 

correctly points out, we consider the fact that individual 

employees have career plans alongside the career planning by 

the organization. We call for that “career match” where 

management assists the employees in personal aspiration 

elaboration. It is not personal aspiration direction by 

management for the employees have the last say in deciding 

to cooperate with management. 

Therefore, if I‟m a public sector employee, it‟s my 
responsibility to prepare for my own career plan. DC Alviar  

 
VALIANT WAR 

SURVIVOR 
 

The Memoirs of Jamy Jacinto 
Monte Varona, As Told to and 
Written By Aida Varona Diaz 

 
 
(EDITOR‟S NOTE: The complete story will be available this 
October 2017 at megamanilascene.wordpress.com.)  

Aida Varona Diaz cherishes the memoirs of 
her father, Jamy Jacinto Monte Varona. 

He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings  
shalt thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler. 

--- Psalm 91:4 MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 
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Makilahok sa 

responsableng citizen 

journalism. Hatid din 

natin dito’y 

komunikasyong 

pangkaunlaran dahil 

kung basta diseminasyon 

ng impormasyon, nauulit 

lang natin ang trabaho 

ng marami sa atin. 

 

megamanilascene. 
wordpress.com 

 

Ang online na magasin. 

Mga pangkaunlarang 

pag-uulat, larawan, at 

video sa Mega Manila 

at buong Pilipinas. 

Sulatan ang       
Publisher/Editor 

 

DC Alviar 

dcalviar@up.edu.ph 

 
 
 

  
TUBIG PARA SA LAHAT. Nasu-sustain ng mga freshwater 

ecosystem ang lahat, tao o hayop man. Sa mga isdang tampok sa 

Manila Ocean Park, naipaaalala ang pagpapahalaga sa kalikasan. 

     MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 

 

 
SERYOSO ang mga gated village para hindi makapasok ang 

ipinagbabawal na droga, makaiwas sa nakawan at iba pang iligal na 

gawain tulad nitong sa San Pedro City, Laguna. Makapaghahalal na 

rin sila ng kauna-unahang Kapitan sa Barangay Maharlika, at anim 

pang bagong likhang barangay sa Mayo 2018.      

        MEGAMANILASCENE.WORDPRESS.COM 
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Basketball organization dimensions 

To give an example of an organization, I take men‟s basketball of the University Athletic Association of the Philippines, 
which is only one of the sports to vie for the overall championship. Being the most popular sport in the Philippines, 
basketball in this league of eight Metro Manila universities is the most watched and most supported among all its 15 
sports. The UAAP is now at its peak, with glitz and glamor having commercialized the league of student-athletes like 
never before. 

If a student-athlete‟s parent can appreciate the UAAP‟s media mileage, many parents, including parents of naturalized 
Filipino dribblers, can do better by also appreciating its active existence in Philippine society (like that of Samahang 
Basketbol ng Pilipinas and Philippine Basketball Association) with a reintroduced intention of producing members of 
the Philippine Team in our quest to qualify for the Olympic basketball tournament. Without such intention, our players 
will continue to be left behind by some of the countries we can easily beat decades ago. 

The UAAP 
leaders from 
UP, Adamson, 
NU, Ateneo, 
DLSU, UST, UE, 
and FEU must 
learn how to 
turn things 
around by 
learning the 
lessons of 
structural and 
contextual 
dimensions of 
its being an 
organization. 

From the UAAP 
basketball 
commissioner, 
FIBA and 
related rules of 
the game, and 
the annual 
changing of 
host-university 
(all structural 
dimensions in 
place), up to the 
league‟s size, 
organizational 
technology, 
environment, 

organizational goals and strategies, and organizational culture (some contextual dimensions in place), the UAAP will 
improve its justification of having more principled, nobler missions. 

These interdependent dimensions are to provide basis for analyzing the characters of the eight universities in particular 
and the character of the UAAP in general. DC Alviar 

 

IS THIS A REINTRODUCED INTENTION of producing members of the Philippine Team in 
our quest to qualify for the Olympic basketball tournament? Without such intention, our 
players will continue to be left behind by some of the countries we can easily beat decades 
ago. 


